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  Abstract 
The RSA cryptosystem is the first public key cryptosystem and has widely applied 
in privacy and ensure authenticity of digital data and included in many standards 
such as FIPS PUB 186-4. The security of RSA cryptosystem is heavily relied on 
the practical difficulty of factoring the product of p and q (N=p×q). Many studies 
are reported for attacking RSA cryptosystem, but no direct solving algorithms for 
finding p and q of the RSA cryptosystem by mathematical derivative are proposed. 
This paper uses strictly mathematical steps to derive out important parameters such 
as K=p+q, B = p-q, and NKB 42 −=  for breaking the RSA cryptosystem. Two 
fast searching methods are proposed to find out the correct K value, and then two 

primary values p = 2
BK+  and q = 2

BK −  can be computed directly. Proposed 
algorithms need division operations with complexity ( )NO  in average to solve 
the q solution and suggest some important up-down search limits to attack 
RSA-2048 for helping cryptanalysis on such unbroken cryptosystem. The proposed 
algorithms can find out the precision K value with computation complexity ( )NO , 
and thus unbroken RSA cryptosystems with huge numbers such as the RSA-2048 
cryptosystem will be solved immediately because exhaustive search is no more 
needed. 
 
Keywords 
Cryptography, RSA cryptosystem, Public-key cryptosystem, Cryptanalysis, Cryp-
tanalytic attacks, Factorization method attack 

 
1. Introduction 

The concept of public-key cryptography was firstly presented by Diffie and Hellman in 1976 [1]. One year later, Rivest, 
Shamir, and Adelman developed the first public-key cryptosystem, termed RSA cryptosystem, in 1978 [2]. The RSA 
cryptosystem becomes the most widely deployed public-key cryptosystem to provide privacy and ensure authenticity of 
digital data for securing web traffic, e-mail, and some wireless devices and is at the heart of electronic credit card payment 
systems. The RSA scheme is widely included in many standards such as RFC 2437: PKCS #1 [3], ANSI X9.31-1998 [4], 
and FIPS PUB 186-4 [5]. The security of the RSA cryptosystem is heavily relied on the difficulty of factoring huge integer 
problem. To achieve 80 bits of NIST recommended security bit level [6], RSA algorithm needs a key size of 1024 bits [7]. 
For deriving a high level of security, the key size of the RSA cryptosystem should be greater than 1024 bits to make it 
difficult for hackers.  

Boneh [8] analyzed possible weaknesses of the RSA cryptosystem. Wiener [9] showed that the RSA system with small 
decryption exponent d can be broken. Wiener showed that the RSA system is broken if 25.0Nd < . Boneh and Durfee [10, 11] 
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improved their results and derived that the RSA system is insecure if 922.0Nd < . Attacks on RSA cryptosystem are clas-
sified into three categories: (1) Factorization method attacks, (2) Attacks on the RSA function, and (3) Implementation 
attacks [12, 13]. Factorization method attacks break the RSA cryotosystem by finding two factors p and q which the 
modulus N = p×q. Integer factorization of two huge prime numbers p and q is a well-known problem in number theory. 
Famous examples of factorization method attacks are the Pollard’s p-1 method [8], number field sieve attack [14], and 
quadratic sieve factoring method [15]. Attacks on the RSA function can break the RSA based on its some properties of the 
RSA function. Existed examples of such attack are Common Modulus Attack [16], Low Private Exponent Attack [9], and 
Guessing the Decryption Exponent value Attack [8]. Implementation attacks on the RSA cryptosystem such as timing 
attacks [17], power analysis attacks [18], and fault analysis attacks [19] utilize the side channel information of logic im-
plementation of the RSA functions.  

According to number theory, it is very difficult to factor a huge integer modulus N which is the product of two large 
prime numbers p and q. Factoring the modulus is in fact a hard problem and a well-known topic of research within both 
academia and industry and most of the popular public-key cryptosystems are analyzed on [20]. The RSA factoring chal-
lenge was started by RSA data security, Inc. in March 1991 [21]. The RSA factoring challenge provides a test-bed for 
factoring implementations and obtains collections of factoring results from many different experts worldwide. Denny et al. 
factored RSA-120 using the quadratic sieve method in 1993 [22]. Cavallar et al. factored RSA-140 by using number field 
sieve [23]. Eric factored RSA-155 in 1999, RSA-160 in April 2003, and RSA-576 in December 2003 [24]. Kleinjung et al. 
breaked RSA-768 in 2010 [25]. 

The major contributions of this paper are listed as follows: 
1) Fast search algorithms are presented for finding both p and q.  
2) The proposed fast searching algorithms employ fast decision whether current q is the right q by checking whether the 

remainder is 0. 
3) Some important parameters for breaking RSA-2048 are computed for helping cryptanalyst on attacking RSA-2048. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the RSA cryptosystem. The proposed factoriza-

tion attack with fast searching algorithm is designed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the performance analysis. A brief 
conclusion is contained in Section 5. 

2. RSA Cryptosystem 
The RSA cryptosystem [2] is the most widely used public key cryptosystem. Three major parameters of the RSA 

cryptosystem are the modulus N, public key e, and the private key d. The huge modulus N=p×q where p and q are larger 
primes is used. The public key e and the private key d are relatively prime to φ(N) (=(p - 1) (q - 1)), where φ(N) is the Euler 
totient function. In the RSA cryptosystem, messages are translated into sequences of integers and these integers are in ZN = 
{0,…, N-1}. The RSA cryptosystem is shown in the following algorithms: Encryption, Decryption, and Key_generation. 

 
Algorithm Encryption (M, N, e, C); 
/* Plaintext: M, Public key: N and e, Ciphertext: C  */ 
/* Input: M, N, e                             */ 
/* Output :C                                */ 
Begin 
C=Me mod N ; 
Output C; 
End ; 
 
Algorithm Decryption (C, N, d, M); 
/* Plaintext: M, Private key: d, Ciphertext: C  */ 
/* Input: C, N, d                         */ 
/* Output:M                           */ 
Begin 
M=Cd mod N; 
Output M; 
End; 
 
Algorithm Key_Generation (p, q, N, e, d); 
/* Two prime numbers: p and q, Modulus: N, public-key: e, private-key: d  */ 
/* Input: p, q                                                   */ 
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/* Output: N, e, d                                                */ 
Begin 
Compute N=p×q; 
Select an integer e which is relatively prime to φ(N) (=(p-1)×(q-1)); 
Find an integer d satisfying e×d≡1 modφ(N); 
Output N, e, d; 
End; 
 
In the RSA cryptosystem, both plaintext and ciphertext are integers between 0 and N – 1 for some chosen huge large 

integer N. A typical size for N is 1024 bits, or 309 decimal digits. Two primes p and q are with approximately 500 bits or 
more. The security of the RSA system is heavily relied on the integer factorization problem of N=p×q. Both N and pub-
lic-key e are well known, d is easily computed if p and q are found and the algorithm is presented as follows. 

 
Algorithm Finding Private Key (p, q, N, e, d); 
/* Two prime numbers: p and q, Modulus: N, public-key: e, private-key: d  */ 
/* Input: N, p, q, e                                               */ 
/* Output: d                                                    */ 
Begin 
Compute φ(N) =(p-1)×(q-1); 
Find an integer d satisfying e×d≡1 modφ(N); 
Output d; 
End; 
 
If both p and q are found, the Algorithm Finding Private Key can be used to find the private-key d. 

3. The proposed factorization attack with fast searching algorithm 
As aforementioned, N = p×q, and both p and q are prime integers. Assume that p>q, and let B = p-q and K = p+q, then we 

have 22  , BKBK qp −+ == . Thus, one has ( )( ) 422
22 BKBKBKpqN −−+ === . Because both p and q are prime numbers, the minimum 

difference B between them is 2 and such prime numbers are ( ) ( )11  and  11 −+++ NN . Let pmin, pmax, qmin, and qmax 
denote the minimum and maximum number of possible p’s and q’s, respectively. One has the following relation: 

qqNNpp ≥>+>++≥≥ maxmin 111 . 
Thus, we have the following relation. 

qNp >+> 1 .                                                 (1) 

The Euler totient function of N, ( )Nϕ , is computed as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )11 −−=== qpqppqN ϕϕϕϕ , 

or 
( ) ( ) 01 =−++− Nqppq ϕ .                                          (2) 

From the above equation, one has  ( )NNqqpK q
N ϕ−+=+=+= 1 , then ( ) ( )( ) 01 =−+−+ NNqq

N ϕ , and has the 
following equation by multiplying q to both sides: 

( )( ) 012 =+−+− NqNNq ϕ , 
or  

02 =+− NKqq .                                             (3) 
Two roots of the above equation are shown as follows: 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
2

4
2

411 22

1 NKKNNNNNq −−−−+−−+ == ϕϕ

,                              (4a) 
( )( ) ( )( )

2
4

2
411 22 NKKNNNNNq −+−−++−+ == ϕϕ

.                               (4b) 
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Obviously, q2 and q1 can be selected as p and q, respectively. The difference B between q1 and q2, or the minimum 
difference of p and q, is 

NKqqqpB NKKNKK 412 2
2

4
2

4 22
−=−=−=−= −−−+ , 

As aforementioned, B is larger than or equal to 2, thus we have 
242 ≥− NK .                                                  (5) 

By squaring both sides of the above equation, one has 
442 ≥− NK . 

By substituting ( )NNK ϕ−+= 1 , we have 

( ) 121 +≥−+= NNNK ϕ .                                        (6) 
Let the initial value of K, termed sK, be the sum of p=pmin and q=qmax, it has the following value:  

( ) ( ) 121111maxmin +=−++++=+= NNNqpsK . 
According to Eqs. (2) and (6), we have the following equation: 

( ) 1211 +−+≤+= NN-KNNϕ .                                         (7a) 

The initial value of ( )Nϕ , termed ( )Nsϕ , is defined as follows, 

( ) ( ) 1212 +−−≤−= NNNNs ϕϕ .                                        (7b) 
The initial value of B, termed sB, and sK are defined as follows, 

( ) 1221 ++≥−+= NNsNsK ϕ ,                                        (8a) 

sKNNsKsB 2122242 =++≥−= .                               (8b) 
Ranges of both p and q are determined in the following paragraph.  

Both pmin and qmax are determined by the following way,  

( ) ( ) ,122112/12221222/min +++++=












 +++++≥+≥ NNNNsBsKp

 

( ) ( ) ,122112/12221222/max ++−++=












 ++−++≤−≤ NNNNsBsKq

 

,122maxmin sKNqp =++=+  and sBqp =− maxmin , ( ) 2/max eBeKp +≥ , and ( ) 2/min eBeKq −≤ . 
Assume that the prime integer 3 is selected for the qmin. Thus, the following relations are derived, 

( )312211 minmax =≥≥




 ++−++= qqNNq

, and 
( ) 





 +++++=≥≥= 12211min3max NNppp N

. 
According to boundaries of pmax and qmin, one has 

( ) ( ) 3/923/3maxmin ++=+=+≤ NNpqeK ,                             (9a) 

( )( ) ( ) 6/1122/3/92/ +≅++++≤ NNNsKeK .                      (9b)  
Therefore, K is ranged from sK to eK, and is shown as follows, 

( ) 1223/3 ++≥≥≥≥+ NsKKeKN ,                               (9c) 
where eK is the end value of possible K. 
The range of B is now derived as  

sKBNeK 242 ≥≥− .                                           (9d) 
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The maximum searching number by setting q = 3, termed the MaxSearch, is computed as follows, 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) 2/1223/32/ ++−+≤−= NNsKeKMaxSearch ,                   (9e) 
the complexity of MaxSearch is O(N). 

However, the q = 3 is almost impossible selection for practical and regular RSA application for choosing N=p×q design. 
Based on results of the following Table 1 by using twenty four RSA numbers [26] and array1024, the largest practical 

range of K/sK ratio is 1.69517925607824320972030260824887790471768753056222411429067221887 for RSA-129. 
Thus, we have the following brief results, 

K< 1.695179256×sK.                                             (9f) 
Practical results of K/sK ratios for RSA numbers are listed in the following table. 

Table 1. K/sK ratios of RSA numbers 

RSA number K/sK RSA number K/sK RSA number K/sK 
RSA-250 1.359739191 RSA-200 1.082752475 RSA-150 1.007654282 
RSA-240 1.068025171 RSA-640 1.002845152 RSA-140 1.047099465 
RSA-768 1.001084576 RSA-190 1.051669491 RSA-130 1.002363241 
RSA-232 1.002359963 RSA-180 1.003785894 RSA-129 1.695179256 
RSA-230 1.002181571 RSA-576 1.003699113 RSA-120 1.071197402 
RSA-220 1.068191895 RSA-170 1.062988924 RSA-110 1.000265990 
RSA-704 1.001514098 RSA-160 1.000223085 RSA-100 1.000368716 
RSA-210 1.008134366 RSA-155 1.000179485 array1024 1.000000269 

The minimum and maximum K/sK ratios are 1.000000269 (array1024 (1024 bits)) and 1.695179256 (RSA-129 (432 
bits)), respectively. Most search step range from maximum K to minimum K is about (maximum K/sK - minimum 
K/sK)/2×sK=(1.695179256 - 1.000000269)/2×sK = 0.3475894935×sK. In other words, MaxSearch has theoretical com-
plexity O(N), shown in Eq.(9e), but its practical complexity is ( )NO  by applying RSA numbers because the proposed 
search algorithm only requires about 0.3475894935×sK steps. 

Since ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )11 −−=×= qpqpN ϕϕϕ  is computed for finding d by ( )Ned ϕ mod 1≡ . 
The distance of p and q is derived as follows. 

Let ,1min Dpp += 2max Dqq −= , the following equations are used for deriving D1 and D2. 

( ) ( ) ,2/ ,2/ maxmin sBsKqsBsKp −=+=  
, , maxminmaxmin sKqpsBqp =+=−  

  ,21 DDsKqpeK −+=+=  
and  

,21 DDsKeK −=−  
,21 DDsBqpeB ++=−=  

and  
,21 DDsBeB +=−   

thus 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ,222/1 DsBeBDsKeKsBeBsKeKD −−=+−=−+−=               (10a) 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) .112/2 DsBeBsKeKDsKeKsBeBD −−=−−=−−−=               (10b) 

Because 0≥− sKeK , 02 ≥D , and 21 DsKeKD +−= , one has 
21 DD ≥ .                                                (10c) 

Based on ( ) ( ) 0112 ≥−−=−−= sKeKDDsBeBD  , we have 

sKeKDsBeB −≥≥− 1 .                                       (10d) 
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As a summary, numerical values of the aforementioned variables are shown in the Table 2. The proposed Algorithm 1 
for searching out p and q is described as follows. 

 
Algorithm 1_SCS-Search-pq(N, p, q): 
/* Input: N                                                   */ 
/* Output: p, q                                                */ 

Step-1: Compute q = qmax = 12211 ++−++ NN ; 
Step-2: Compute N / q=Q…R    /*Q is quotient and R is the remainder. */ 
Step-3: If (R≠0 ) then{ q = q – 2; If (q>=3) then goto Step-2;} 
Step-4: q=q; p = Q; 

Table 2. Numerical values of variables   
Variable Value  Variable Value 

N p×q 

 

max steps 2/21221 




 −++−+ NN

 
eK_max (N/3) + 3 qmax 12211 ++−++ NN = sKsK −)2/(  

K p+q q 2
BK−

 
sK 122 ++ N  qmin 3 

pmax N/3 eB_max (N/3) – 3 
p 2

BK+
 

B p-q 

pmin 12211 +++++ NN  = sKsK +)2/(  sB 2 sK  

In this algorithm, q starts from qmax. If the correct value of eK can be determined, thus initial value of q can be started 
from ( ) 2/422/ 2 NeKeKBKq −−=−= , and then correct value of q can be found quickly. The proposed Algorithm 

1_SCS-Search-pq costs at most ( ) 












 −++−++=− 2/312211 2

3max NNq  division operations. 

We use the following examples to describe the above algorithm. 
 
Example 1: N = 93456983 (32 bits), the processing status is shown as follows. 

Step-1: q = qmax = 12211 ++−++ NN  =9529; 
Step-2: Compute N/q, Q= 9807, R= 6080; 
Step-3:If (R≠0 ) then{ q = q – 2=9527; If (q>3) then goto Step-2;} 
Step-2: Compute N/q, Q= 9809, R= 6640; 
Step-3: If (R≠0 ) then { q = q – 2=9525; If (q>3) then goto Step-2;} 
Repeat 86 times of Step-2 and Step-3, q=9371 
Step-2: Compute N/q, Q=9973, R=0; 
Step-3 : If (R≠0 ) then{ q = q – 2; If (q>3)then goto Step-2;} else goto Step-4; 
Step-4: q=9371; p = Q=9973;  
The above example requires 89 division operations. Additions and subtractions can be ignored because division is more 

complicated than addition and subtraction. 
 
Example 2: N = 61378756051 (40 bits), results are given as follows. 

Step-1: q = qmax = 12211 ++−++ NN  =247043;  
Step-2: N/q, Q= 248452, R= 180163; 
Step-3: If (R≠0) then { q = q – 2=247041; If (q>3) then goto Step-2;} 
Step-2: N/q, Q= 248454, R= 182983; 
Step-3: If (R≠0) then {q = q–2=247039; If (q>3) then goto Step-2;} 
Repeat 215 times of Step-2 and Step-3, q=246607 
Step-2: N/q, Q= 248893, R=0; 
Step-3: If (R≠0) then {q = q–2; If (q>3) then goto Step-2;} else goto Step-4; 
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Step-4: q=q=246607; p =Q=248893; 
Example 2 takes 218 division operations.  
Example 3: N = 46851203634388129 (56 bits), the processing results are shown as follows. 
Step-1: q = qmax = =216430583;  
Step-2: N/q, Q= 216472196, R= 50817861; 
Step-3: If (R≠0) then {q = q–2=216430581; If (q>3) then goto Step-2;} 
Repeat 16736580 times of Step-2 and Step-3, q=182957419 
Step-2: N/q, Q= 256077091, R= 0; 
Step-3: If (R≠0) then {q = q–2; If (q>3) then goto Step-2;} else goto Step-4; 
Step-4: q=182957419; p = Q= 256077091;  
Example 3 needs 16736582 division operations. 
After both p and q are found, we can compute the private-key d while modulus N and encryption key e are well known. 

The aforementioned Algorithm Finding Private Key can be used to give the private-key d. Thus, the RSA cryptosystem can 
be broken. 

However, some methods can be used for dramatically speeding up the Algorithm 1 by shortening duration of sK and eK. 
The following algorithm is developed for finding optimal ratio value r of eK/sK. 

 
Algorithm 2_SCS-Search-Optimal-r: 
/* implement by Microsoft Excel or by computer program.    */ 
/* Input: N [n-1..n-50], bits n-1 to n-50 of N,               */ 
/* Let b = 1.695179256, temp = 1, r = 1, H = 30            */ 
/* c = 0.000000001 (by Microsoft Excel) or              */ 

/* 


w

c 01...00.0= , where 



= 2
log10 Nw  (by computer program)           */ 

/* Output: r (eK =r×sK)                              */ 
Step-1: Compute eK = temp×sK, NeKeB 42 −= , ep= (eK + eB)/2, eq = (eK - eB)/2; 
Step-2: Compute eqepND ×−= ; 

Step-3: If ( 30≤D ) and ( HD ≤ ) then {H = D, r = temp}; temp = temp + c; If ( btemp ≤ ) then {goto Step-1}; 
Step-4: Output r; 
 
The initial value of c in Algorithm 2 is important because its value can profoundly affect the execution time for finding 

the right ratio r. Based on the practical results of RSA numbers, shown in Table 3, the c can be properly set by 

w

c 01...00.0=
, 

where 



= 2
log10 Nw  for quickly finding right r. Using the found precision r=K/sK ratio can directly calculate out K, and 

then NKB 42 −= , p = 2
BK+ , and q = 2

BK−  can be directly computed. If the right K/sK is found, then exhaustive 

search steps in Algorithm 1 are not necessary. Therefore, it can greatly speed up the process to find p and q. 
Table 3 shows the correct K/sK’s of Example 1, Example 2, and Example 3. Both p and q values of RSA-100, RSA-250, 

and array20483 (2048 bits, 617 decimal digits) have been known and their K/sK values are computed for confirming values 
in Table 3. It is noted that exhaustive searches in Algorithm 1 are no more needed because K, B, p, and q are computed 
immediately if the correct K/sK is found in Algorithm 2. 

Due to limited resolution environment of the Microsoft Excel, we need to find out an approach ratio r (=eK/sK). Thus, a 
piecewise approach method in the following algorithm is used to estimate eq and ep by using the approach ratio r.  

Algorithm 3_SCS-Estimations-eq&ep:  
/* Input: r, N              */ 
/* Output: eq, ep*/ 
Step-1: Compute sK = 122 ++ N , eK = r×sK, NeKeB 42 −= ; 
Step-2: ep= (eK + eB)/2, eq = (eK - eB)/2; 
If both eq and ep are obtained, the search ranges of p and q can be limited by experimental variance and then can be 

calculated quickly. 
Applied the Algorithm 3 on RSA numbers [26] by Microsoft Excel, results of variance ( ) qeqq −  are listed in Table 4. 
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Based on the experimental results of Table 4, the experimental variance range will start from the minimum variance 
0.000561468633 of RSA-100 to maximum variance 0.25579231001624611380 of RSA-220. If array264 is added in this 
table, the minimum variance will become to 0.00036291545603677123. Results in Table 4 will show the searching di-
rection to estimate the eq with search-up or search-down and then will save much more computing power. 

Table 3. K/sK of RSA numbers and some N’s 

item 
case h K/sK 

N 

1 
Example 1 h=4 K/sK= 1.0004 

N=93456983 

2 
Example 2 h=6 K/sK=1.000008 

N=61378756051 

3 
Example 3 h=9 K/sK=1.014164219 

N=46851203634388129 

4 
RSA-100 h=50 K/sK=1.00036871803376762712556664845216542023528904361632 

N=1522605027922533360535618378132637429718068114961380688657908494580122963258952897654000350692006
139 

5 

RSA-250 h=126 K/sK=1.35973919137612169968967663708602027633704183909941067333353478176421
6044205482940542024105464217649922619546791887320644665888 

N=2140324650240744961264423072839333563008614715144755069099183743681674389035529080418462913606644
094943525563991711626655087662811615064657342426302712635958713430493747098282601975940569345745223

0589325976697471681738069364894699871578494975937497937 

6 

array20483 h=309 

K/sK=1.03228145175560138059413640590826878976136842257339584143617363124597
42068232271420473945931496487901605581844690725194304640199756328628413011
28775032479995090785562685925205696788839064922931988596996490970072568039
41344411082914433247491163042634699430652653086613875415938432690435092762

9809266572771016926 

N=1803923104401123486587031403899334564106749271281294275870497299297135907726182099645636446737138
246904729726196210803304048673425168417198036700883904113401495077865091511194677917308250294945791
881428140609200238651726005504387641586496402024372100005432709863777560489075867583539928378899139
614634771451453962877583228207379760822468948152848193932281244722666495539338815556179024031489524
384656803385430591353700478462100256316903738307952192622301057481206044206265341234578924204103114
363749957596565373348100681731291539865344728784257352764799362583730804422156973571162753308708484

3971426801374032870170487 

Table 4. Variance ( ) qeqq − of RSA numbers 

RSA 
number 

( ) qeqq −  
RSA 

number 
( ) qeqq −  

RSA 
number ( ) qeqq −  

RSA-250 0.005290337 RSA-200 0.00417543823 RSA-150 0.093513761543 

RSA-240 0.228585738 RSA-640 0.05515280121 RSA-140 0.001200012585 

RSA-768 0.100091958 RSA-190 0.02003097011 RSA-130 0.025657295011 

RSA-232 0.062749897 RSA-180 0.02231544861 RSA-129 0.009229827084 

RSA-230 0.036831513 RSA-576 0.01538616972 RSA-120 0.014884843857 

RSA-220 0.255792310 RSA-170 0.00992019453 RSA-110 0.150064636321 

RSA-704 0.049304201 RSA-160 0.12739748374 RSA-100 0.000561468633 

RSA-210 0.028311573 RSA-155 0.08901395659 array264 0.000362915456 
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After both eq and ep are computed by Algorithm 3, then q and p can be quickly determined by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 4_SCS-FastSearch-pq: 
/* Minimum ( ) qeqq − = 0.00036291545603677123 in Table 4  */ 
/* Maximum ( ) qeqq − = 0.25579231001624611380 in Table 4  */ 
/* SDS: Search Down Start, SDE : Search Down End           */ 
/* SUS : Search Up Start, SUE: Search Up End              */ 
Step-1: Call Algorithm 2 to give optimal approach ratio r (=eK/sK);   
Step-2: Call Algorithm 3 to obtain eq and ep;  
Step-3: a = 0.25579231001624611380×eq, b = 0.00036291545603677123×eq, sKsKq −= )2/(max , q = eq, 
SDS = eq-b, SUS=eq+b, SDE = eq-a, SUE=eq+a;If (SUE>=qmax) then { SUE =qmax}; 
Step-4: Compute N / SDS =Q…R;    /*Q is the quotient and R is the remainder. */ 
If (R=0) then {q= SDS; goto Step-6;} 
Step-5: Compute N / SUS =Q…R    /*Q is the quotient and R is the remainder. */ 
If (R=0) then {q= SUS; goto Step-6;} 
SDS = SDS -2; SUS = SUS+2; 
If (SUS>= SUE) then {SUS = SUE }; 
goto Step-4; 
Step-6: q=q; p = Q, output q and p; 
 
Both p and q values of Examples 1, 2, and 3 can be found directly by using Algorithm 4. The following example is to 

re-calculate Example 3 by using Algorithm 4. 
 
Example 4: N=46851203634388129 
The processing results by using the Algorithm 4 are shown as follows. 
p=256077091, q=182957419, qmax = 216430583, K/sK = 1.014164219 
Step-1: Call Algorithm 2, r =1.019799549. 
Step-2: Call Algorithm3, ep= 264022507, eq= 177451553. 
Step-3: a = 0.25579231001624611380×eq=45390742, b = 0.00036291545603677123×eq= 64400, 

sKsKq −= )2/(max  = 216430583, q = eq=177451553, 
SDS = eq-b= 177387153, SUS=eq+b=177515953,  
SDE = eq-a=132060811, SUE=eq+a=222842295. 
If (SUE>= qmax) then { SUE = qmax=216430585}; 
Step-4: Compute N / SDS =Q…R;    /*Q is the quotient and R is the remainder. */ 
If (R=0) then { q= SDS; goto Step-6;} 
Step-5: Compute N / SUS =Q…R    /*Q is the quotient and R is the remainder. */ 
If (R=0) then { q= SUS; goto Step-6;} 
SDS = SDS - 2; SUS = SUS+2;  
If (SUS>= SUE) then { SUS= SUE } 
goto Step-4; 
After repeating Step-4 and Step-5 with|(q- SUS)/2|-1= 2720732 times, q = 182957419; Q = 256077091; 
Step-6: q = 182957419; p = Q = 256077091; 

 
Example 3 using Algorithm 1 needs 16736582 division operations, while Example 4 using Algorithm 4 only requires 

2720732 division operations. Algorithm 4 saves about 84% execution time as compared to Algorithm 1 for 
N=46851203634388129. The reason is that Algorithm 1 starts from q = qmax = 216430583, while Algorithm 4 is from q = eq 
+ b = SUS =177515953. If q solution is more close to SDS area, then more computing time can be saved. RSA-100 can be 
used as an example to describe such results in the following section. 

4. Performance analysis 

In the proposed Algorithm 1, it needs at most 2/21221 




 −++−+ NN  division operations. In this algorithm, the 

procedure is started from q=qmax, until the remainder of N/q is equal to 0. Thus, the time complexity of the Algorithm 1 is 
with ( )NO . As both p and q are found, the decryption key d is easily calculated by adding well known values of e and N. If  
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041.1/ ≥sKeK , the proposed Algorithm 4 can speed up the searching process of Algorithm 1, because Algorithm 4 is 
started from eq= eq + b = SUS or eq= eq - b = SDS rather than qmax in Algorithm 1. The eq is closer to the correct q rather 
than qmax. 

Some well-known RSA numbers are used as examples to verify our proposed fast searching algorithm’s performance, 
such as RSA-100 (332bits, 100 decimal digits) and RSA-768 (768 bits, 232 decimal digits) in Examples 5 and 6, respec-
tively. 

 
Example 5: RSA-100(332 bits),  
N=152260502792253336053561837813263742971806811496138068865790849458012296325895289765400035069

2006139, 
The processing results by applying Algorithm 4 are shown as follows. 

sKsKq −= )2/(max  = 39020571855401265512289564505394507835344939828153 
Step-1: Call Algorithm 2, r = 1.000353623. 
Step-2: Call Algorithm 3, 
ep= 40072179039572547276797621811683771526525259705511, 
eq= 37996561814592428871210029618871027474750390585389. 
Step-3: a = 0.25579231001624611380×eq= 9719228319229685556726109071439523394729418421116 
b = 0.00036291545603677123×eq=13789539558772179091636348729187989518609885378 
q = eq = 37996561814592428871210029618871027474750390585389, 
SDS = eq-b= 37982772275033656692118393270141839485231780700011, 
SUS =eq+b=38010351354151201050301665967600215464269000470767,  
SDE = eq-a=28277333495362743314483920547431504080020972164273,   
SUE = qmax =39020571855401265512289564505394507835344939828153 
Step-4: Compute N / SDS =Q…R;    /*Q is quotient and R is the remainder. */ 
If (R=0) then {q= SDS; goto Step-6;} 
Step-5: Compute N / SUS =Q…R    /*Q is quotient and R is the remainder. */ 
If (R=0) then {q= SUS; goto Step-6;} 
SDS = SDS-2; SUS = SUS+2;  
If (SUS>= SUE) then {SUS = SUE} 
goto Step-4; 
After repeating Step-4 and Step-5 with 12−− SDSq  = 3772169044991384654760257348105815333122030905 

times,  
Q = 40094690950920881030683735292761468389214899724061, 
q = 37975227936943673922808872755445627854565536638199. 
Step-6: q=q=37975227936943673922808872755445627854565536638199,  
p = Q=40094690950920881030683735292761468389214899724061; 
 
RSA-100 (332 bits) takes 10554698837643563040305439379090061842655380141 division operations by applying 

Algorithm 4. The Algorithm 4 can save about 99.2% execution time while comparing with Algorithm 1. Some important 
parameters and results for attacking RSA-100 are listed in Table 5. 

Table 6 shows cryptanalysis on RSA-768 (768 bits, 232 digits). Algorithm 4 takes 151748044385939023338455977267 
4286253940308066904173413485304291797157319637578399691726028460779354071276125246598 division opera- 
tions, while Algorithm 1 needs 522671959228795794740345874974439990389701594976 division operations. Algori- 
thm 4 needs more 90% division operations than Algorithm 1. If the eK/sK becomes larger, then it means that the distance 
between p and q becomes wider. Algorithm 4 is better than Algorithm 1 for wide distance between p and q. From expe-
rimental results, Algorithm 4 is faster than Algorithm 1 if eK/sK  is larger than or equal to 1.041. For RSA-768 in Table 6, 
the K/sK is about 1.001084576 and eK/sKis 1.010093786, and the result shows that Algorithm 1 is faster than Algorithm 4. 
Distributed computing also can be employed to quickly attack RSA cryptosystem by dividing more sub-search areas of 
SUS-SUE area. 

Based on Algorithm 4, both SUS-SUE and SDS-SDE search areas of RSA-2048 (2051 bits) are announced. Until now, 
RSA-2048 has not been broken. If the minimum and maximum variance estimation results in Table 4 are correct, then such 
experience and algorithms can be used to break RSA-2048. Some parameters about search ranges for Algorithm 4 are 
calculated and listed in Table 7. Some important processing results by Algorithm 4 are also listed in this table. It is possible 
that the search up and down parameters can help cryptanalysts who have powerful computers to break RSA-2048 by uti-
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lizing our proposed fast search algorithm. 
The search correct q of Algorithm 1 starts from qmax. The results are shown in Table 1. For the case of RSA-129, it re-

quires the maximum 0.3475894935×sK division operations to find p and q. Such number of maximum division operations 
is determined by one single computer. However, it can be speeded up if more computers are employed concurrently. 

In Algorithm 4, a long jump from qmax to eq is employed for q. The eq is calculated by main component of N: the most 
significant 50 bits (about 15 decimal digits) due to limit precision of Microsoft Excel. Table 4 lists the experimental min 
variance 0.00036291545603677123 and experimental max variance 0.25579231001624611380, thus the experimental 
mean variance is 0.128077612736141442515. In other words, Algorithm 4 can save about 87.2% division operations while 
comparing with Algorithm 1. 

In Algorithm 2, we use step value 


w

c 01...00.0=  to find out the precision ratio r. It needs search steps with ( )NO . As an 

example, array20483 in Table 3 requires 309 mantissa decimal results to find out the precision eK/sK ratio where 309 is 
equal to number of decimal digits of N . Using the proposed algorithms to attack the RSA-2048 only requires compu-
tation complexity ( )NO  to find out the precision eK/sK ratio, and then no more exhaustive search is needed. This algo-
rithm can find both p and q values immediately from N. 

Table 5. Cryptanalysis on RSA-100 

RSA-100 (332 bits , 100 digits) 

N 15226050279225333605356183781326374297180681149613806886579084945801229632589528976540003
50692006139 

p & q p=40094690950920881030683735292761468389214899724061 
q=37975227936943673922808872755445627854565536638199 

K/sK 1.00036871803376762712556664845216542023528904361632 

eK/sK 1.000353623 [Mantissa precision numbers are limited by Microsoft Excel] 

ep 40072179039572547276797621811683771526525259705511 

variance Experimental min variance = 0.00036291545603677123 
Experimental max variance= 0.25579231001624611380 

Variance 
bound 

a = eq×Experimental max variance =9719228319229685556726109071439523394729418421116 
b = eq×Experimental min variance =13789539558772179091636348729187989518609885378 

qmax 39020571855401265512289564505394507835344939828153 

SUE=eq+a≤ qmax 39020571855401265512289564505394507835344939828153 

SUS=eq+b 38010351354151201050301665967600215464269000470767 

eq 37996561814592428871210029618871027474750390585389 

SDS=eq-b 37982772275033656692118393270141839485231780700011 

SDE=eq-a 28277333495362743314483920547431504080020972164273 

Search steps 

Total division operations in Algorithm 4=∣q-SDS∣/2-1 = 
3772169044991384654760257348105815333122030905 

Total division operations in Algorithm 1= ∣(q-qmax)∣/2-1 = 
522671959228795794740345874974439990389701594976 

Total division operations in Algorithm 4 / Total division operations in Algorithm 1 = 0.0072 
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Table 6. Cryptanalysis on RSA-768 

RSA-768 (768bits, 232 digits) 

N 
123018668453011775513049495838496272077285356959533479219732245215172640050726365751874520219
978646938995647494277406384592519255732630345373154826850791702612214291346167042921431160222

1240479274737794080665351419597459856902143413 

p & q 

p=3674604366679959042824463379962795263227915816434308764267603228381573966651127923337341714
3396810270092798736308917 

q=334780716989568987860441698482126908177047949837137685689124313889828837938780022876147116
52531743087737814467999489 

K/sK 1.0010845764927479630068904870706807052010253559832172950040703146194029291858615790506633799
1348237815426682590820159 

eK/sK 1.010093786 [Mantissa precision numbers are limited by Microsoft Excel] 

ep 404240271607674983818296281657028958804544859980202509157154394360706021337325631136926257445
89889860557863402382669 

variance Experimental min variance = 0.00036291545603677123 
Experimental max variance= 0.25579231001624611380 

Variance 
bound 

a = eq × Experimental max variance= 
778428859984002170635269145681958996596709019704068487567645210012284331218778739733686322327

2647999188518306709184 
b = eq × Experimentalmin variance= 

110442673079317924981131357942913756087071346227634094397880458630634813556679410954640822675
55835771632413590280 

qmax 
350740172282862083207620907652889584327518859289878401688338642205362941483503450954735347067

70535581631430503893065 

SUE=eq+a 
≤ qmax 

350740172282862083207620907652889584327518859289878401688338642205362941483503450954735347067
70535581631430503893065 

SUS=eq+b 304431108112381183192750503028641183098241788499054217419418228053885691546028454882312595956
10184379595262217506291 

eq 304320665439301865267769371670698269342154717152826583325020347595255056732471775471357955133
42628543823629803916011 

SDS=eq-b 304210222766222547342788240312755355586067645806598949230622467136624421918915096060403314310
75072708051997390325731 

SDE=eq-a 226477779440901648204242457102502369682483815182419734568255826594026623610593901497989322900
69980544635111497206827 

Search steps 

Total division operations in Algorithm 4 =∣(q-SUS)∣/2-1 = 
151748044385939023338455977267428625394030806690417341348530429179715731963757839969172602846

0779354071276125246598 
Total division operations in Algorithm 1 =∣(q-qmax)∣/2-1 = 

797972764664654767358960458538133807523545472637035799960716415776705177236171403929411527119
396246946808017946787 

Total division operations in Algorithm 4 / Total division operations in Algorithm 1 = 1.9 
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Table 7. Cryptanalysis on RSA-2048 

RSA-2048 (2051 bits, 618 digits) 

N 

2519590847565789349402718324004839857142928212620403202777713783604366202070759555626401852588
0784406918290641249515082189298559149176184502808489120072844992687392807287776735971418347270
2618963750149718246911650776133798590957000973304597488084284017974291006424586918171951187461
2151517265463228221686998754918242243363725908514186546204357679842338718477744479207399342365
8482382428119816381501067481045166037730605620161967625613384414360383390441495263443219011465
7544454178424020924616515723350778707749817125772467962926386356373289912154831438167899885040

445364023527381951378636564391212010397122822120720357 

eK/sK 1.028408854 [Mantissa precision numbers are limited by Microsoft Excel] 

ep 

6367103994918481266116008943048705014900551272225561625289142864077651700388482554725164054330
3489655648856277780657236250750061077945617054980854082953800027778893370117446634204252076170
2530313288238220579122698591509060974450153137423321383217474975028288568759299867621555068798

083681369369805743300133233 

variance Experimental min variance = 0.00036291545603677123 
Experimental max variance= 0.25579231001624611380 

Variance 
bound 

a = eq×0.25579231001624611380 = 
1012221511866316227652347054170678922433823797089542667123594916012635889293393955232174979472
3170472956558069949659220271716008008211662905651164114742945353849768322792793888140443586763
3311645662212960934211664710145202898661045714325761580710241534824213220802231068417847925091

857269430403976774188231788 
b = eq×0.00036291545603677123= 

1436129301799036393056123125524821877754277859669211548806381709182108997705200185812730938177
7107288951825395710426211294419486198939033528212701816788708491609513797091197532726517222667
6485857660931682595240058095673856676061915312428743024374130211050483818362250023330327865994

980394361971916047991476 

qmax 

5019552617082312595172503983807165462898614432841153627437142688100895413527504132391833013816
8271490158145653945610082849438129153612281432450759269424349790021777874559920504320957388344
4928669901065493495305238612845028455350782980764981104257064441238419878169511791584315970584

630390456225496496374441764 

SUE=eq+a ≤
qmax 

4969422226000478800878579619717097088909159698996042573895601789743626766104264645053709462539
4268302016523493647572871289037388823806838467214637535186297457507498995240691166155191266292
8421795232343888094454662580567438499117558346430822692742597700817557638573709440711908466088

297681643289659078158906931 

SUS=eq+b 

3958636843435961609619288688671942988353090179766169118320813255440172985808575890007347214005
2874936348917249093624077228615800301794114595091686122260140812149340186244988475547474196752
1786635427791858842838237928517909457132574547417489855056730296204394901589840622317390868862

435392607247654220018666619 

eq 

3957200714134162573226232565546418166475335901906499906772006873730990876810870689821534483067
1097829059965423697913651017321380815595175561563473420443352103657730672447897278014747679529
5110149570130927160242997870422235600456512632105061112032356165993344417771478372294060540996

440412212885682303970675143 

SDS=eq-b 

3955764584832363536833176442420893344597581624046830695223200492021808767813165489635721752128
9320721771013598302203224806026961329396236528035260718626563395166121158650806080482021162306
8433663712469995477647757812326561743780450716792632369007982035782293933953116122270730213130

445431818523710387922683667 

SDE=eq-a 

2944979202267846345573885511375739244041512104816957239648411957718354987517476734589359503594
7927356103407353748254430745605372807383512655912309305700406749807962349655103389874304092766
1798503907917966226031333160277032701795466917779299531322114631169131196969247303876212615904

583142782481705529782443355 
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5. Discussions and Conclusions 
This paper uses formal mathematical steps to explicitly derivative important parameters K =p+q, B = p-q, and 

NKB 42 −=  of the RSA cryptosystem with modulus N = p×q. If we found the correct K and NKB 42 −= , then 

2
BKp +

=  and 
2

BKq −
=  can be solved. Some important parameters such as ( )Nsϕ , sB, and sK are derived directly 

from the aforementioned equations. The distances D1 and D2 for 1min Dpp +=  and 2max Dqq −=  are also given by the 
aforementioned equations and the relation 21 DD ≥ is hold. The numerical values for such variables of the RSA crypto-
system are given. 

Two proposed methods have been used to find p and q of the RSA cryptosystem. The first one is the Algorithm 1 which 
finds q by starting from q=qmax. For the case of RSA-129, this algorithm requires 0.3475894935×sK division operations to 
find p and q at most. The practical computing complexity of this algorithm is ( )NO . The second one is the Algorithm 4 
which finds q by starting from q=eq. This method is better than the first one method if 041.1≥eK/sK . For the case of 
RSA-100, experimental results showed that Algorithm 4 can save maximum 99.28% execution time as compared to Al-
gorithm 1. But, for attacking RSA-768, Algorithm 4 needs more 90% execution time than Algorithm 1. Based on expe-
rimental results, we know that Algorithm 4 is faster than Algorithm 1 if the correct q value is far away from qmax such as the 
case of 041.1≥eK/sK . Unfortunately, we have no enough computing environment such as supercomputer or parallel 
computing servers to break unbroken RSA-2048 cryptosystem. Some important results for Algorithm 4 to break RSA-2048 
have been calculated and listed for helping cryptanalysts to break such unbroken cryptosystem. However, if the Algorithm 
2 is used to find the precision ratio r of RSA-2048 cryptosystem, therefore no more exhaustive search is needed for 
breaking RSA-2048. 
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